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Executive Summary 

Supplier diversity is a moving target in most organizations. Diversity originally started initially as a means 
to be a corporate steward to the disenfranchised. Today, diversity is becoming a competitive advantage 
based on changing work demographics and emerging markets. Supplier diversity can also take on countless 
facets based on company size to race and gender. But despite having higher goals to leverage supplier 
div
lost. Most organizations today are still unable to accurately measure and report on their supplier diversity 
efforts. 

Due to the dysfunctional processes, bad data collection practices, and the inability to accurately enrich 
and normalize data, supplier diversity suffers the same fate other highly analytical spend programs face. 
In this regard, diversity programs miss the mark because the technology supporting the data collection 
and analysis simply does not provide the right capabilities to adequately monitor and report on supplier 
diversity spend.   

This whitepaper takes a brief look at supplier diversity by addressing its purpose, the challenges, and 
the technologies used for managing diversity spend. As part of this, the paper will address approaches that 
can help organizations adopt best-in-class practices for improving visibility into supplier diversity spend 
such as using Determine Diversity Dashboard. 
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What is Supplier Diversity?

Supplier diversity is the proactive business strategy that seeks to provide suppliers equal access 
to sourcing and purchasing opportunities.  Supplier diversity programs also encourage the use of 
suppliers from a diverse mix of ownership (i.e. women owned, veteran owned, disabled veteran 
owned, minority owned, etc.). While the concept of supplier diversity has historically been limited 
to the traditional mindset of addressing supplier diversity only as a social good, today it’s is seen 
as a strategic advantage. Moreover, for organizations that have advanced their supplier diversity 
programs, diverse suppliers are often proving in their ability to better price their products and 
services than larger competitors, by being able to operate more efficiently in certain markets. Put 
quite simply, taking a modern supplier diversity approach helps an organization’s supply chain 
better reflect the demographics of a specific community, enriches their business experiences, and 
provides new growth opportunities.

Today’s Business Case for Tracking Supplier Diversity

In the United States, where the term diversity management originated, there was a gradual 
progression over the years from Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act that mandated equal 
employment opportunity (EEO), to President Lyndon Johnson’s 1972 Executive Order 11246 that 
outlined affirmative action. The diversity movement slowly culminated into the corporate world 
that evolved into the formal diversity management policies and programs in the 1990s and into the 
2000s. 

While diversity is not a new concept, as diversity tracking has been in the public sector 
(government contracts, universities, etc.) for decades, trends are showing that it is no longer 
satisfactory to just measure and report on “diversity” requirements based on equal treatment. In 
some cases diversity may have been even been mandated as a requirement to doing business with 
government entities, but actually set the foundation for a building a supplier diversity program.  
In an effort to continue the progress of earlier diversity efforts, many global corporations are 
now taking on diversity strategically by aligning it with wider corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
initiatives reporting to the executive level. 

As one of the fastest growing trends in corporations today, CSR extends corporate behavior 
in several areas including human resources (e.g. recruiting), brand management (e.g. market 
differentiation), and risk management (e.g. reputation). Since supplier diversity is closely linked 
to wider strategic initiatives, progressive organizations are taking a much closer look at how to 
manage, apply and extend the benefits of supplier diversity programs by making improvements to 
the processes and technologies that support them. 
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Step 1: What Types of Businesses Qualify as being Diverse?  
A supplier diversity program tracks supplier purchasing relationship with small, minority-owned, women-
owned, disabled veteran-owned, veteran owned and Hubzone business concerns. The following business types 
qualify for inclusion in most supplier diversity programs:

Small Business  
One that is owned by a U.S. citizen(s) and that falls within the government’s size standards for small 
businesses. The government’s small business size standards may be found in the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation 19.102 and on the government’s website at www.sba.gov/library/lawroom.html for additional 
information.

Minority Owned Small Business  
A small business that is at least 51% owned by an individual(s) who is Black American, Hispanic American, 

 http://www.nmsdc.org/
nmsdc for additional information.

Small Disadvantaged Business 
A small business that is at least 51% owned by an individual(s) who the federal government considers to be 
socially and economically disadvantaged, that has its management and daily operation controlled by such 
an individual(s), and whose owner(s) net worth, excluding equity in the business and primary residence, 

Subcontinent-Asian Americans, as well as any others who believe they are socially and economically 
disadvantaged may qualify. The federal government requires that companies claiming Small Disadvantaged 

 www.sba.gov for 
additional information.

Women Owned Small Business  
A small business that is at least 51% owned by one or more women, and whose management and daily 
operations are controlled by one or more women. In the case of publicly owned businesses, at least 51% of 
the stock must be owned by non-minority women. Visit http://www.wbenc.org/ for additional information. 

HUBZone Business 

whose employees reside in HUBZone. The federal government requires that companies claiming HUBZone 
 www.sba.gov for 

additional information.

Veteran Owned Small Business 
A  small business that is at least 51% owned by one or more veterans or, in the case of any publicly owned 
business, not less than 51% if the stock of which is owned by one or more veterans and the management and 
daily business operations of which are controlled by one or more veterans. 
Visit http://www.vetbiz.gov/ for additional information.
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Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business 
Is a small business that is at least 51% owned by one or more service-disabled veterans or, in the case of any 
publicly owned business, not less than 51% of the stock of which is owned by one or more service-disabled 
veterans, and the management and daily business operations of which are controlled by one or more service-
disabled veterans or in the case of a permanent and severe disability, the spouse or permanent caregiver of 
such veteran. Visit http://www.vetbiz.gov for additional information.

Step 2: Tracking Supplier Diversity

Beyond identifying the types of diverse suppliers, a modern approach to supplier diversity tracking 
consists of data classification, categorization and enrichment services, and a diversity dashboard 
coupled with spend information for communicating measurements and metrics.  However, any 
success within a diversity program is dependent on getting the accurate data to the proper 
stakeholders.  This requires the right combination of analytics and reporting for representing the 
status of diversity spend, and the trends that can be observed from it through spend dashboards.

The objective of supplier diversity is to report the status towards the achievement of the company’s 
established diversity goals over a designated period of time, commonly three to five years. Diversity 
reporting helps companies automate, calculate, track, and report their organization’s diversity 
measures to demonstrate financial, productivity and service impact on the bottom line. Diversity 
measurement tools like dashboards and related standardized reports also provide a company with 
everything they need to show the organization’s diversity contribution to business performance 
objectives and their financial return-on-investment.

While the diversity goals are to be attained over the designated period, the reporting and tracking 
format is typically designed to show progress on a more immediate basis, like quarterly or semi-
annually, and to compare to the baseline set at the beginning of the year. Moreover, companies 
have found diversity dashboards are most effective in helping each business unit/group/division 
within an organization manage, analyze, track and report on their responsibility within the diversity 
program.

Companies are also recognizing that a diversity dashboard can be a vital tool for creating brand 
value and driving change in their spend behavior that accommodates the wider sustainability and 
CSR objectives. With spend diversity dashboards, organizations can actually visually compare 
results to their spend targets, see emerging trends in how they work with diverse suppliers, and 
effectively manage their business activity in a more proactive method for achieving their wider 
strategic goals.
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Supplier Diversity: Part of a Wider Spend Analytics Strategy
As Determine’s customers are becoming more savvy and knowledgeable in their use of spend analytics and 
business intelligence, managing supplier diversity through their existing procurement platforms can help 
them achieve better visibility and make more informed decisions. As a result, we are seeing more demand 
for supplementary business intelligence information to mesh with actual spend, contract, supplier and 
sourcing data for a more holistic view from which to conduct actionable insights - supplier diversity tracking 
is one of them. 

To meet this increasing demand, Determine has developed solutions that have a wide array of online 
diversity and inclusion reports that not only track supplier diversity progress, but also calculate the diversity 
Return on Investment (ROI) impact back to the organization in plain dollars and cents. We accomplish this 
by marrying up data such as internal spend information with external or internally provided supplier diversity 
information as part of a wider analytics approach. 

Potential Sources of Data for Procurement Analytics

Since diversity information can come from a number of sources including supplier self-registration applications, 
3rd-party systems (i.e. Equifax) and other in-house systems such as ERP, etc., it is critical to have a platform 
that effectively marries the data and presents it in a way that provides the proper business insight.  
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Determine’s Analytics Approach

Our customers have stressed that procurement data often resides in separate silos (e.g. sourcing, 
spreadsheets, ERP systems, T&E systems, P-Card systems, P2P systems, etc.) and is almost useless to them 
in its current form. They also complain of spending an inordinate amount of time trying to aggregate and 

This data is married up with external marketplace data such as supplier diversity data from 3rd party systems, 
which further compounds the challenges.

In this regard, Determine is unique in the way we provide analytics offerings that combines core spend 
analysis with the broader analysis needs of C-level stakeholders.  Upper management often needs a broader 
view of the enterprise and to understand the complex relationships between disparate procurement and 
marketplace data, in order to make strategic decisions with broader implications. 

Since Determine’s solutions are needs driven and focus on upstream procurement processes that incorporate 
sourcing, contracts, supplier management and spend analytics, our solutions unify the core upstream 
procurement  functions that allows for greater visibility into understanding procurement’s sourcing needs and 
supplier directives, such as what’s required to effectively manage supplier diversity programs.

We also know through our customer’s use of spend analytics that what gets measured gets done.  Hence our 
approach is built around the consideration of our customer’s core diversity and inclusion metrics for defining 
the most appropriate metrics and scorecards to measure progress. But Determine takes it one step further, by 
advising our customers on how to best leverage the diversity data through advanced BI approaches, so as to 
ensure they have a sound data management strategy (e.g. aggregation, linkage, reporting, visualization, etc.) 
that helps achieve both short- and long-term diversity goals. 
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In this regard, our tools are designed to display metrics showing results and compare those to the overall 
company goals by providing sophisticated reporting in a diversity dashboard tailored to specific customer 
requirements. Determine delivers “standard templates” to use for dashboard setup and to accelerate the 
process of getting up and running quickly. These templates can also be standardized to incorporate 
customized needs or requested changes to the visual display.

Finally, studies have shown that well thought out strategies that include a dynamic dashboard approach, 
like what Determine provides, is essential for success in diversity planning. The diversity dashboard removes 
multiple elements (data aggregation, linkage between disparate data points, data visualization, etc.) from the 
challenging task of maintaining diverse supplier relationships and the subsequent reporting requirements in 
order to achieve diversity objectives. Ultimately, having key procurement data aggregated, linked, tagged and 
modeled after how your organization maintains diversity ultimately leads to more profitable outcomes. 

How Determine Solves Supplier Diversity  
Through our unique combination of data categorization, classification and enrichment services combined with 
a diversity dashboard, Determine can provide information throughout the multiple steps of a diversity 
program, including but not limited to:



 Understanding supplier diversity targets

 Tracking sourcing awards and contracts

 Monitoring against corporate diversity program goals

 Reporting minority spend and transaction level details

 Identifying trends and developing future objectives

Determine Diversity Dashboard helps customers achieve their diversity goals and objectives through: 

Diversity Planning and Goal Setting 

• Improved visibility of supplier information, spend, and diversity (including tiers, if the data is available).

• Analyzing and identify insights that can help in forecasting and decision making for near and long-term
supplier diversity goals.

• Enabling decision makers by providing visibility into supplier diversity aggregate data, trends, alignment
with corporate goals, transaction detail, etc.

• Team or individual ownership for each diversity measure promoting accountability and communication.

ideas and actions for diversity and organization performance improvement and share them with anyone –
even if they do not have a software license to use the tool.
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Organizational Awareness of Diversity

• Reporting targeted for consumption at all levels of the organization. The dashboard aligns diversity
measures with strategic business objectives and the organization’s operational structure.

• Data presented across many facets/dimensions, such as departments or lines of business, categories,
time, sourcing events, contracts, etc.

• Multiple comparisons of actual diversity initiative performance to organizational targets, stretch goals,
historical performance, benchmarks, other reference points, etc.

• Providing procurement management, executives and others with visibility into actual results and

Diversity Reporting and Data Integration 

• Gantt chart based diversity strategy and tactics tracking integrated and synchronized with a customer’s
diversity strategic plan can be delivered in the diversity dashboard and shown in diversity scorecard
metrics.

• Data visualized from an aggregate level with drill-downs all the way to the transaction level.

• Drill-down capabilities also allow you to view diversity measures/dimensions by component, location,
workgroup, results area, etc.

• Weights, performance scaling and diversity initiative indexing capabilities to combine several measures
into meaningful summary values.

the client to determine their ideal dashboard, data sources, reporting, dimension’s, etc.

• Built in exporting and print-out capabilities.

• Providing customized, easy-to-use reports consolidated into one tab.  Color-coded reporting to easily
monitor performance “at a glance.”

• Automating the aggregation of data from multiple sources, i.e. supplier self-registration, other in-house
systems (P2P, ERP, etc.), 3rd-party data validation (Equifax, D&B), etc. This optimizes the diversity process
and accommodates customer’s needs through consolidation and integration.

• Ease of taking a chart/graph and quickly adding to a presentation for executives or to provide updates to
staff.
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Sample Screenshots of Determine Diversity Dashboard – Part 1

Determine Diversity Dashboard is built on best-in-class technology. The screenshots above 
demonstrate the wide variety of graphs and information that are displayed for those managing 
diversity initiatives.

Graphs displayed above not only provide a high level of detail, but also take it one step further by 
providing the capability to drill down into any key-element from the graphs above or display fields 
based on filtering criteria while creating business intelligence that goes beyond descriptive 
analysis of internal systems. 
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Sample Screenshots of Determine Diversity Dashboard – Part 2

Determine Diversity Dashboard easily provides the reporting and drill-down mechanisms to tie 
spend, sourcing and contract activity back to diversity status of the various supplier categories and 
supplier tiers related to your diversity programs and essential for ensuring compliance and integrity 
to a supplier diversity program. Furthermore, providing this capability provides a more holistic 
approach to managing supplier diversity and for managing wider supplier-based programs or 
initiatives.
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Determine, a Corcentric company is a leading global provider of SaaS Source-to-Pay and Enterprise Contract 
Lifecycle Management (ECLM) solutions. The Determine Cloud Platform provides procurement, legal and 
finance professionals analytics of their supplier, contract and financial performance. Our technologies empower 
customers to drive new revenue, identify savings, improve compliance and mitigate risk.

The Determine Cloud Platform seamlessly integrates with major ERP or third-party systems such as SAP, 
Oracle, Sage, QAD and Microsoft. Modular solutions can be configured to add more as needed to provide 
additional value beyond spend management. Our unified master database and business process approach 
empower users at every level to make more informed and smarter decisions.
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Through our wider approach to supplier diversity, we can aggregate all of a customer’s procurement data, 

reporting and analysis. By aggregating the data, enriching it, creating meaningful data associations and reports 
based upon dimensions for how a customer runs their business, we help customers obtain better visibility 
into procurement business intelligence like no one else. This intelligence allows customers to create and take 
strategic actions that lead to:

 Better sourcing pipelines
 Streamlined sourcing processes

 Improved forecasting
 Exceeded savings targets
 More predictable outcomes
 Improved supplier management
 Extended reputation / brand management

As a market leader in procurement technology, Determine is continually investing in the latest technology and 
process advancements in spend analytics, business intelligence, sourcing, contract management and supplier 
management offerings – the Determine Diversity Dashboard is yet another example of that. Moreover, our 
approach to diversity management demonstrates Determine’s industry innovation and is reflected by the fact 
that Determine was selected as a Leader in Gartner’s 2013 Magic Quadrant Report on Strategic Sourcing 
Application Suites. 

To learn more about Determine, please visit www.determine.com or email sales@determine.com.

About Determine, a Corcentric company.
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